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Abstract—Emerging technologies enable massive deployment of wireless sensor networks across many industries. Inter-
net of Things (IoT) devices are often deployed in critical infrastructure or health monitoring and require fast reaction time,
reasonable accuracy, and high energy efficiency. In this letter, we introduce a lossy compression method for time-series
data, named direct lightweight temporal compression (DLTC), enabling energy-efficient data transfer for power-restricted
devices. Our method is based on the lightweight temporal compression method, targeting further reconstruction error
minimization and complexity reduction. This letter highlights the key advantages of the proposed method and evaluates the
method’s performance on several sensor-based, time-series data types. We prove that DLTC outperforms the considered
benchmark methods in compression efficiency at the same reconstruction error level.
Index Terms—Sensor signal processing, data compression, direct lightweight temporal compression (DLTC), Internet of Things (IoT),
lightweight temporal compression (LTC), redundancy reduction, time series.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) has experienced dramatic growth in recent
years, infiltrating industry, medical care, and many other areas in
society. IoT devices range from simple sensors to complex devices used
in critical applications, such as haptic gloves and autonomous cars. As
the increasing volume of transferred data can limit the performance
of critical applications, compression methods are gaining attention in
the realm of massive deployment of wearable and IoT devices. The
proposed compression method, named direct lightweight temporal
compression (DLTC), has been developed for use in low-latency,
sensor-based wearables, such as smart watches, activity trackers, and
light-weight monitoring devices, which have limited computational
resources due to hardware or battery limitations and delay sensitivity
for proper functionality. The primary goal of our method is to reduce
data size for fast transfer and more efficient storage, with the ability
to reconstruct the measured entity as accurately as possible at any
arbitrary time. The proposed algorithm is adjustable in means of
compression ratio (CR), which directly correlates with the resulting
compression error.
Recent work comparing various compression methods [1], including
lightweight temporal compression (LTC), autoencoder methods, com-
pressive sensing or discrete wavelet transform on biometric signals, has
shown that LTC is highly efficient when applied to wearable sensor
data. According to [1], LTC achieves top results when compressing
photoplethysmogram (PPG) and respiration (RESP) signals, when low
CRs are considered (e.g., CR up to 40 for RESP data). Similar conclu-
sions were drawn in [2]. Therefore, based on the good performance of
LTC reported in the literature so far, the considered methods utilized
in this letter focus on LTC and its derivatives.
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LTC was first proposed in [3] in 2004, showing compression with
up to 20 : 1 size reduction with the reconstruction error significantly
smaller than the specified metering device’s accuracy. The complexity
of the method is O(1). The LTC method was presented as the efficient
simplification of piece-wise linear approximation method, specifically
designed for sensor-based, 1-D data.
Numerous extensions and improvements to the LTC were proposed
including adaptive lightweight temporal compression (ALTC) [4],
which modifies the LTC to sacrifice compression efficiency for an im-
proved performance on noisy and dynamic data, or refined lightweight
temporal compression (RLTC) [5], which extends the LTC technique
with additional bins for higher compression efficiency, at the ex-
pense of an increased complexity. An extension of LTC to multiple
dimensional data compression was presented in [6]. LTC and other
compression schemes for the sensor-based data were also addressed
in [7]–[9].
In this letter, we present a new LTC-based compression technique,
DLTC, and compare it with other LTC variants from the literature. The
main contributions are as follows.
1) We introduce DLTC: a novel, efficient, and simple compression
technique for sensor-based, time-series data.
2) We discuss the improvements of the proposed method in com-
parison to the benchmark LTC, most importantly reduced la-
tency and improved compression error.
3) We compare DLTC with the benchmark LTC-based methods
and show that the proposed method outperforms the remaining
ones by a significant margin.
The rest of this letter is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the benchmark methods and their implementation, Section III presents
the novel data compression method, followed by the utilized datasets,
major improvements of the method, and future work in Section IV.
Finally, Section V concludes this letter.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the LTC algorithm.
II. BENCHMARK LTC-BASED ALGORITHMS
This section presents the original LTC and the two benchmark LTC-
based extensions: RLTC and ALCT. All of these methods, same as
proposed DLTC, are designed for time-series, 1-D data such as seismic
activity, atmospheric or blood pressure, electric power measurements,
temperature, etc.
A. Traditional LTC
LTC implementation in this letter is based on the original implemen-
tation proposed in [3]. The initial goal of this method is to compress 1-D
sensor-based, environmental data prior to transmission while focusing
on computational simplicity. Subsequent application of this method in
a variety of letters [1], [4], [6], [8], [10] has determined the suitability
of LTC for sensor-based data compression in general. LTC has a single
parameter δ, which is added and subtracted from y-axis coordinate of
each sample to create a tolerance interval (δ-range). The δ parameter
defines the tradeoff between the maximum error caused by the lossy
compression and the achievable data size reduction. The algorithm is
briefly described in the following paragraph and depicted in Fig. 1. The
pseudocode and the guide for the LTC implementation can be found
in [2]–[4], [6], and [10].
After defining the δ parameter, the first sample’s coordinates from
the time-series we want to compress are set as the first origin point,
and two lines called upper and lower bound are created. Upper bound
intersects the origin point and the δ-distance above the second sample.
Similarly, lower bound line is created by intersecting the origin point
and δ-distance below the second sample. The following sample is
loaded, and if its δ-range is not within valid upper and lower bounds,
cutoff is initiated. The current origin point is added to the output
sequence. The new origin point is calculated, as a mean between upper
and lower bounds at last in-bound sample’s x-coordinate. The cutoff is
finalized by creating new upper and lower bounds between the newly
created origin point and the δ-range of the out-of-bound’s sample. If
the new sample’s δ-range is found at least partially within bounds,
the algorithm adjusts bounds according to Fig. 1. If the δ-range ends
above lower bound, the new lower bound is created by intersecting the
valid origin point and the minimum of the δ-range. The upper bound
is checked similarly, after which the next sample is considered.
B. Refined Lightweight Temporal Compression
The RLTC, introduced and evaluated in [5], further extends the
idea of its predecessor. The approach and the algorithm enhance the
traditional LTC by introducing multiple bounds to increase the search
space of the method. The complexity of the method is increased from
O(1) to O(n), where n represents the number of considered bounds. In
case n = 1, the method is equivalent to LTC. The letter compares the
Fig. 2. Block diagram of the DLTC algorithm.
RLTC to LTC in terms of CRs under the same size of parameter δ, and
in terms of energy consumption in an IoT device under the assumption
of periodic data transfer. We choose this method for comparison, as
the creators claim it outperforms LTC in the terms listed above. The
algorithm implementation is as presented in [5].
C. Adaptive Lightweight Temporal Compression
ALTC, proposed in [4], adjusts the original method to better repre-
sent the noise within the data while keeping the complexity at O(1). In
the letter, the authors utilize lossless differential pulse code modulation
to further reduce the size of the data, which is not considered in this
work for fair evaluation of all considered methods. The authors adjust
LTC in the cutoff phase, where instead of adding only the origin point
to the output file, they add the origin as well as the current (out of
bound) sample there. The new origin point is still created at the last
valid sample’s x-axis value in between the upper and lower bounds, and
the new bounds are created using the current sample. The algorithm
was recreated using the pseudocode presented in [4].
III. NOVEL DLTC
The term “direct” in DLTC was chosen to express the straight-
forward approach of the proposed algorithm with complexity O(1).
The main objective of this method is to further reduce the number of
operations by the algorithm, minimize the reconstruction error, and
avoid the generation of the data points that were not present in the
original set. The following paragraphs briefly describe the algorithm
(see Fig. 2), followed by more thorough mathematical explanation (see
Fig. 3) and then highlight the key differences with LTC.
After defining the δ parameter, the first sample’s coordinates are set
as the first origin point and are added to the output sequence. Two lines
called upper and lower bound are created. Upper bound intersects the
origin point and the δ-distance above the second sample. Similarly,
lower bound line is created by intersecting the origin point and δ-
distance below the second sample. If the following sample is not within
valid upper and lower bounds, cutoff is initiated. The last sample found
within bounds is set as new origin point and is immediately added to
the output sequence. The cutoff is finalized by creating new upper
and lower bounds between the new origin point and the δ-range of
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Fig. 3. DLTC algorithm visualization: First sample is set as first output
sample Z j . Sample Si+1 is used to create upper ui(·) and lower li(·)
bounds. Sample Si+2 decreases the upper bound to ui+1(·). Sample
Si+3 is out of bounds (left). The new origin point Z j+1 is set, and the
whole algorithm is initiated again starting with creating new bounds
from Z j+1 (right).
the out-of-bound’s sample. If the new sample is found within bounds,
the algorithm adjusts bounds according to Fig. 2. If the δ-range ends
above lower bound, a new lower bound is created by intersecting the
valid origin point and the minimum of the δ-range. The upper bound
is checked similarly, after which the next sample is considered.
Below, we define DLTC algorithm in mathematical expressions. Let
s = {S1, ..., Sn} be the input sample sequence, where Si = [xs,i, ys,i],
i = 1, . . . , n is the ith input sample point, with xs,i representing the
sample index and ys,i being the measurement value. Similarly, let
z = {Z1, ....Zm} be the output sample sequence where Zj = [xz, j, yz, j]
is the jth output sample, where j = 1, . . . , m while m < n.
The algorithm is initiated by setting the first input sample Si as Zj
(Z1  S1, Fig. 3 left, green dot), which is also immediately added to
the output set z. Next, the upper and lower bounds (ui(·) and li(·),
respectively) are constructed by intersecting Zj with Ui = [xs,i+1,
ys,i+1+δ] and Li =[xs,i+1, ys,i+1-δ]).
The rest of the algorithm is operated per-sample in iterative fash-
ion as follows. Based on the next (Si+2) sample, adequate U and
L points are created (Ui+1 = [xU,i+1, yU,i+1] = [xs,i+2, ys,i+2 + δ] and
Li+1 = [xL,i+1, yL,i+1] = [xs,i+2, ys,i+2 − δ]).
If li(xs,i+2) ≤ ys,i+2 ≤ ui(xs,i+2), the new bounds are created as
follows. If yU,i+1 ≤ ui(xs,i+2), the new upper bound ui+1(·) is created
by intersecting Zj and Ui+1. Otherwise, the upper bound remains
unchanged. If yL,i+1 ≥ li(xs,i+2), the new lower bound li+1(·) is created
by intersecting Zj and Li+1. Otherwise, the lower bound remains
unchanged.
Alternatively, if ys,i+2 < li(xs,i+2) or ys,i+2 > ui(xs,i+2)), cutoff is
initiated (Fig. 3 left, red dot representing sample Si+3). The new initial
point Zj+1 is created as the last valid sample and is immediately added
to the output set z (Fig. 3 right, green dot). New set of bounds is created
by intersecting the Zj+1 and the adequate U and L points of the sample
found out of bounds (Ui+3 and Li+3 of sample Si+4).
As the purpose of LTC-based algorithms is to compress linear trends
within the data, their reconstruction r = {R1, . . ., Rn} is realized by
pair-wise first-order polynomial interpolation of the compressed data
z at every original sample instance xs,i.
In the following, we highlight the main differences between DLTC
and LTC.
1) The initial points Z are added to the output set z immediately
after their assignment.
2) The cutoff is realized after the considered sample itself does
not belong to the area between bounds, not considering the U
and L points around it, as the effect of δ parameter is already
applied through the degree of upper and lower bounds (higher
δ corresponds to the wider bounds).
3) Initial points are assigned at the coordinates of the last sample
within bounds instead of interpolating between bounds.
The summary of the key advantages of DLTC over the other LTC
variants is listed as follows (based on the differences above).
1) Due to the difference 1), the compression method’s latency is
significantly reduced, as each sample is immediately evaluated
and in case of Z-assignment, immediately transmitted. The mean
latency reduction L can be estimated as L = CR · μs,x , where
CR is the compression ratio of the method and μs,x is the mean
sampling interval of the input data s.
2) The proposed method does not duplicate the error margin at ev-
ery sample [see difference 2)]; therefore, the error and the degree
of compression are suppressed at the same δ level compared to
the other methods. Due to this fact, the compression error is
lower and more stable.
3) As DLTC does not produce any artificial data points [all samples
from output set of data z belong to the input set of data s as well,
see difference 3)], DLTC can be utilized as an efficient com-
pression method, as well as data-adaptive redundancy reduction
technique.
4) The method reduces the number of algebraic operations at each
iteration of the algorithm. As a result, DLTC further reduces the
required energy and memory usage during compression.
IV. DATA AND RESULTS
A. Dataset Description and Evaluation Metrics
The PPG and atmospheric pressure data were chosen from An Open
Dataset for Human Activity Analysis using Smart Devices [11] for
evaluation. The smartwatch model was the LG Watch Urbane 2 for the
collection of the utilized wearable data, including 91 337 PPG heart
rate measurements and 14 900 atmospheric pressure measurements.
The experiments were evaluated in MATLAB software, version
R2019a, on a laptop computer with Intel Core i7-8750H CPU and
32 GB RAM.
The error of compression is calculated as the percentage root-mean-





n=1[ys,n − yr,n]2 · 100range(y) , where
ys,n and yr,n are y-axis values of the original and reconstructed data and
range(y) is the difference between the maximum and the minimum
value of the original data ys,i.
The compression ratio CR represents the ratio between the size of
the original data to the size of the compressed data (both in bits) as
CR = size(s)/size(z).
B. Measurement-Based Results
The tradeoff achieved between the compression error and the CR
between the considered methods is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for PPG and
atmospheric pressure data, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the comparable
results between DLTC and RLTC methods for CRs below 10. At higher
CRs, however, DLTC outperforms the other methods by a significant
margin. Fig. 4 also shows the stability of the DLTC method in terms
of error, as RMSE increases smoothly. Fig. 5 shows the results on
the atmospheric pressure data. Here, DLTC also outperforms the other
methods if the CR values are greater than 10. Both figures show the
suitability of the proposed DLTC method, as it provides 33 and 81%
higher compression than the original LTC at 2 and 3% RMSE error
level, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Evaluation of RMSE based on CR for different methods, PPG
data. The achieved CR at 2% RMSE was 13.62 for LTC, 15.42 for
RLTC, 7.26 for ALTC, and 18.13 for the proposed DLTC.
Fig. 5. Evaluation of RMSE based on CR for different methods, at-
mospheric pressure data. The achieved CR at 3% RMSE was 13.50
for LTC, 19.27 for RLTC, 16.58 for ALTC, and 24.40 for the proposed
DLTC.
C. Discussion and Open Issues
Based on the presented results, we have found that the DLTC
method significantly outperforms the other considered LTC-related
methods. The downside of the proposed DLTC method is the same
data-dependence that happens in the original LTC algorithm. To further
verify the proposed method’s performance, the authors will perform
additional validation on a larger number of data sets and more types of
data. Future work will also include additional compression methods
suitable for latency-sensitive time-series data. The focus will also be on
the practical implementation of the method in real-world IoT scenarios,
which will also allow measuring the energy efficiency of the proposed
method directly to verify its complexity. Automatic, data-dependent
δ-parameter selection can also be addressed in the future, as currently
it is either determined experimentally, or set as maximum tolerable
error determined, e.g., by sensor’s tolerance of measurements. Another
limitation of DLTC, as for the original LTC, is its limitation to 1-D
temporal data. Extending the method to multidimensional space while
minimizing the computational complexity is our additional future
objective.
V. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we introduce an efficient way to compress time-
series data with minimum additional latency and reconstruction error
compared to traditional LTC compression methods. We propose the
DLTC algorithm, a novel lossy compression method derived from the
well-known LTC. The main improvements include the minimization
of the reconstruction error, lower amount of required operations, and
redundancy reduction capabilities. We comparatively evaluated the
performance of LTC, RLTC, ALTC, and the proposed DLTC on two
types of sensor-based data, namely PPG and atmospheric pressure
datasets. On both datasets, DLTC outperformed all other methods since
it minimized compression error at the given CRs.
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